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\[
\begin{align*}
(\pi) & [249]. \ (\sin \alpha)/\alpha [131]. \ 0 [252]. \ 1/\pi [224, 225, 319, 290]. \ 1/\pi^2 [243, 259, 225]. \ 10,000 [57]. \ 10,000,000 [158]. \ 16 [233]. \ 2,000 [39]. \ 2,576,980,370,000 [253]. \ \$24.95 [222]. \ \sqrt{x^2} [263]. \ 6 [210]. \ C [307]. \ d [307]. \ c \ [221, 116, 110, 65, 38, 129, 32, 39, 40, 251, 13, 63]. \ e^{-\pi/2} = i [15]. \ \gamma [79]. \ GL(n, Z) [113]. \ N [132, 166, 98, 113, 157]. \ \phi [223, 230]. \ \pi [320, 327, 159, 221, 277, 114, 160, 204, 270, 35, 185, 143, 115, 116, 271, 314, 28, 23, 201, 71, 80, 142, 166, 17, 110, 310, 10, 104, 105, 2, 62, 44, 65, 212, 18, 223, 230, 299, 231, 72, 263, 216, 90, 325, 168, 55, 155, 217, 67, 38, 213, 37, 75, 24, 146, 151, 233, 118, 188, 119, 246, 125, 129, 247, 189, 95, 120, 287, 169, 183, 73, 27, 137, 184, 22, 322, 13, 108, 138, 32, 39, 86, 234, 69]. \ \pi [99, 47, 29, 197, 170, 208, 57, 48, 235, 7, 214, 152, 14, 203, 40, 78, 19, 6, 58, 79, 275, 70, 11, 12, 36, 251, 177, 253, 311, 96, 62, 126, 30, 178, 220, 134, 16, 13, 148, 171, 303, 158, 53, 193, 63, 8, 172]. \ \pi, e [89, 109]. \ \pi/12 [31]. \ \pi/4 [46]. \ \pi/8 [31]. \ \pi = 2 \sum \arccot f_{2k+1} [81]. \ \pi^2 [261, 280, 128, 48]. \ \pi^4 [107]. \ \pi \coth \pi [236]. \ \pi [246]. \ \sqrt{2} [61, 64]. \ \sqrt{2} + \sqrt{2} [251]. \ \sum 1/k^2 = \pi^2/6 [68]. \ \sum k=1 1/k^2 = \pi^2/6 [54]. \ \sum k=1 \infty 1/k^2 = \pi^2/6 [74]. \ \sum n=1 \infty 1/n^2 = \pi^2/6 [111]. \ \sqrt{2} [89]. \ Z [113]. \ \zeta(2) = \pi^2/6]
\end{align*}
\]
base [50]. base-dependence [50]. Based [149, 321, 95, 96, 284]. Bases [258, 202].
beginnings [170]. Being [135, 154]. Benford [269].
Borweins [115]. both [291]. Bouncing [316]. Boy [305]. Brent [88, 103].
Bresenham [203]. Brief [298]. Brothers [315]. Brouncker [250].
Brouncker [250]. Brun [91].
Computation [115, 215, 261, 310, 24, 47, 78, 19, 11, 12, 252, 311, 276, 162, 272, 280, 123, 112, 180, 125, 157, 7, 203, 158]. Computational [304, 205, 328].
Computations [173, 237, 266, 308, 118, 193]. Compute [89, 163, 166, 122].
Conclusion [37]. Conjecture [65, 50]. Conjectured [224, 270, 262]. considerations [112].
Correspondence [62]. Counting [135, 154]. Coupon [45]. crucible [238].
cruncher [317, 323]. Cubic [97, 104]. CUDA [287].
decimales [60]. Decimals [310, 3, 58, 96, 60, 233]. Degree
Department [328]. dependence [50]. Dependent [113]. Derivation
[46, 301, 300, 249]. Desktop [291]. Detection [186, 195]. Determination
[207, 228]. Digits [115, 261, 281, 304, 45, 188, 57, 199, 302, 220, 267,
268, 276, 160, 163, 280, 122, 212, 38, 181, 129, 120, 287, 73, 39, 198,
313, 152, 177, 253, 158, 291]. dimensional [132]. Dimensions [85]. Dirac
[28, 17, 18, 31, 24, 26, 19, 16]. Distant [310]. Distributed
[188, 252, 191, 177]. distribution [73]. distribuzione [73]. divided [307].

Elementary [76, 111, 54, 77, 244]. Ellipses [114]. Empirical [271, 231].
employee [313]. energy [301]. ENIAC [293, 39, 40, 275]. enri [170].
[87, 85, 92, 106]. Euler [116, 144, 325, 208]. European [25]. Evaluation
[144, 76, 34, 77, 244]. events [217]. Evidence [318, 245]. Evolution [53].
Exact [310]. Excluding [210]. Execution [141]. Existence [106].
Expansion [294, 94, 61, 64]. Expansions [196, 209, 218, 48]. Experiment
[211]. Experimental [144, 227, 245, 238]. Experimentally [207, 270, 262].
Experimentation [205]. Explaining [1]. explicationis [1]. Explicit
[98, 104]. exploration [299]. Exploring [145]. Exponential [65, 246].
Expressing [230]. Expressions [65]. Extended [53]. Extension [6].

Factorial [146]. famous [301]. Farm [305]. fascinating [168]. fascinating
[168]. Fast [76, 110, 93, 103]. fastest [319]. Ferguson [87]. FFTs [127].
FGHC [151]. Fibonacci [136, 146]. fifteenth [136]. fifteenth-century
[136]. Figures [34]. Finding [173, 210, 140, 77, 244, 117, 179, 101, 124]. First
Formula [320, 159, 81, 28, 325, 108, 54, 234, 74, 68, 309, 166, 300, 301].
Formule [210, 184, 263]. Formulas [240, 241, 242, 254, 255, 256, 257, 258,
204, 260, 324, 237, 230, 259, 270, 279, 314, 262, 189]. FORTRAN
[141, 149, 82, 84]. Fortran-90 [149]. Found [325]. Fractals [133]. Fraction
French [168, 60, 119, 2]. Function [327, 77, 244, 246]. Functions
Fundamental [196, 121]. further [75].


Xeon [311].


Zach [303]. Zahl [30, 8]. Zero [257, 265, 77, 244]. zero-finding [77, 244]. Zhao [171].
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